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SUMMARY

RNA profiles are an informative phenotype of cellular
and tissue states but can be costly to generate at
massive scale. Here, we describe how gene expres-
sion levels can be efficiently acquired with random
composite measurements—in which abundances
are combined in a random weighted sum. We show
(1) that the similarity between pairs of expression
profiles can be approximated with very few compos-
ite measurements; (2) that by leveraging sparse,
modular representations of gene expression, we
canuse randomcompositemeasurements to recover
high-dimensional gene expression levels (with 100
times fewer measurements than genes); and (3) that
it is possible to blindly recover gene expression
from compositemeasurements, even without access
to training data. Our results suggest new compres-
sive modalities as a foundation for massive scaling
in high-throughput measurements and new insights
into the interpretation of high-dimensional data.
INTRODUCTION

A gene expression profile is a rich cellular phenotype, reflecting a

cell’s type, state, and regulatory mechanisms. Over the past two

decades, profiling and analysis studies (Brown et al., 2000;

Cheng and Church, 2000; Tanay et al., 2002), have shown that

similarities in expression profiles can reveal connections be-

tween biological samples and co-regulated genes.

However, many emerging applications—such as screening for

the effect of thousands of genetic perturbations (Adamson et al.,

2016; Dixit et al., 2016), large-scale single-cell profiling of

complex tissues (Shekhar et al., 2016; Tirosh et al., 2016), or

diagnostic tests of immune cells in the blood—will require

massive numbers of profiles, up to hundreds of thousands or

more. Efficient means of data acquisition, storage, and compu-

tation are thus of critical importance.

A central challenge in expression profiling is the high

dimensionality of the data. Mammalian expression profiles are
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frequently studied as vectors with �20,000 entries correspond-

ing to the abundance of each of 20,000 genes. Many analysis

approaches employ dimensionality reduction both for explor-

atory data analysis and data interpretation (Alter et al., 2000;

Bergmann et al., 2003) and algorithmic efficiency. Different

methods (Bergmann et al., 2003; Segal et al., 2003; Tanay

et al., 2002) have identified sets of genes (often termed

‘‘modules’’) with coordinated expression levels in a subset of

conditions.

Dimensionality reduction and reduced representations of gene

expression have also been leveraged during data collection. In

some cases, a limited subset (‘‘signature’’) of genes can be

identified, which, when measured in new samples, can be

used together with the earlier profiling data to estimate the abun-

dance of the remaining unmeasured (unobserved) genes in these

new samples (Biswas et al., 2016; Donner et al., 2012; Peck

et al., 2006; Subramanian et al., 2017). With the recent advent

of massively parallel single-cell RNA sequencing (RNA-seq),

shallow RNA-seq data are often used for each cell to draw

inferences about the full expression profile and to recover

meaningful biological distinctions on cell type (Jaitin et al.,

2014; Shekhar et al., 2016) and state (Paul et al., 2015; Shalek

et al., 2013, 2014). This is likely due to inherent low-dimensional

structure in expression data (Heimberg et al., 2016).

Yet, current methods do not capture the full power of dimen-

sionality reduction. Signature-based approaches tend to be

limited by the nature of the training data, the model used for

imputation, and the quality of their imputation. For instance, if

a model is trained mostly with highly proliferative cell lines and

tissues (Peck et al., 2006), it may differ significantly from post-

mitotic primary cells. Shallow sequencing may perform poorly

at capturing information about low-to-moderately expressed

genes, such as transcription factors (TFs) (Wagner et al., 2016).

We propose that an alternative opportunity is posed by the

framework of compressed sensing (Candes et al., 2006;

Donoho, 2006) (reviewed in Candes and Wakin, 2008). Unlike

traditional data compression, which may be used for efficient

storage once high dimensional data are collected, compressed

sensing formalizes methods for acquiring low-dimensional

(compressed) measurements and using them to recover a

structured, high-dimensional signal (here, a gene expression

profile with latent modular structure). While low-dimensional,
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compressedmeasurementsmay be insufficient to directly deter-

mine high-dimensional values, they may suffice to determine a

reduced representation, such as the pattern of active gene

modules. If the genes in each module and the module activities

are known, then it might be possible to ‘‘decompress’’ the signal

and recover the individual high-dimensional values, such as the

expression level of each individual gene. Interestingly, measure-

ments in this framework often correspond to random projections

into low-dimensional space.

Compressed sensing has already been successfully applied

in other domains, such as image analysis. In principle, an image

with 10 megapixels could have required a 10 million-dimen-

sional representation. Yet, dimensionality reduction (and

compression) works in image analysis because limited use of

a ‘‘dictionary’’ of functions captures most of the information

that is relevant to human cognition. Compressed sensing

further leverages this phenomenon by measuring only a com-

pressed version of an image. When the image is to be viewed,

the data are decompressed using the relevant function. An

early and notable application is in magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) (Lustig et al., 2008).

Here, we lay out a roadmap for applying this framework to

expression measurements and to molecular systems biology

in general. We propose that expression data might be collected

in a compressed format, as composite measurements of linear

combinations of genes. We show that sample similarity calcu-

lated from a small number of random, noisy composite

measurements is a good approximation to similarity calculated

from full expression profiles. Leveraging known modularity of

expression, we show that profiles can be recovered from

random composite measurements (with �100 times fewer

composite measurements than genes). Furthermore, we

develop a new algorithm that can recover full expression

profiles from composite measurements ‘‘blindly,’’ that is, even

without access to any training data of full profiles. Finally, we

present a proof-of-concept experiment for making composite

measurements in the laboratory. Overall, our results suggest

new approaches for both experiments and interpretation in ge-

nomics and biology.

RESULTS

Similarity of Expression Profiles: Theory
Wefirst describe compositemeasurements from amathematical

perspective and illustrate an application to the quantification of

sample-to-sample similarity.

A composite measurement is a linear combination of gene

abundances. Mathematically, it is the projection of a point in

20,000-dimensional expression space onto a single dimension,

defined by a linear combination (weighted sum) of the 20,000

expression levels. In a simple case, this could be the sum of

two gene abundances, but we will also consider measurements

composed of up to thousands of genes (e.g., with nonzero

weights for every gene). In a random composite measurement,

the weights in the linear combination are chosen randomly.

Making multiple composite measurements of a sample

means taking multiple such linear combinations (Figure 1A;

STAR Methods). We formally represent the projection from
high-dimensional expression levels to low-dimensional compos-

ite measurements as:

Y =AX;

where the matrix X˛Rg x n represents the original expression

values of n samples in g = 20,000-dimensional space; the matrix

A˛Rm x g is the weights of m random linear combinations (here,

we use Gaussian identically and independently distributed

[i.i.d.] entries); and the matrix Y (m 3 n) is the samples in low-

dimensional space.

Mathematical results on low-dimensional projections (Das-

gupta and Gupta, 2003; Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984)

suggest that the pairwise similarity of samples calculated in

low-dimensional space Y can approximate their similarity in the

original high-dimensional space, for example by a Euclidean

distance. Under certain conditions, the distance between a

pair of points in high-dimensional space can be well preserved

with high probability when the data are projected onto a

randomly defined m-dimensional subspace. Thus, according

to theory, relatively small subspaces (e.g., m = 100) can be

used to embed very high-dimensional data (e.g., g = 20,000)

(see Mathematical Details in the STAR Methods). Calculating

distances in the low-dimensional space Y incurs a far lower

computational cost.

This also suggests the possibility of an efficient way to collect

expression data: rather than measuring the expression level of

each of 20,000 genes individually, perhaps we could make

m random composite measurements. If one composite mea-

surement had the same cost as one individual gene

measurement, there might be considerable cost savings in

data collection, and we could use the low-dimensional data to

learn about the correlations among the expression profiles of

the samples. (Moreover, as discussed below, we can use

low-dimensional data to recover information about the abun-

dance of the 20,000 individual genes.) In the Results section,

we present pilot experiments addressing the technical feasibility

of such a scheme.

Expression Data to Assess Applicability
To empirically assess this and subsequent theoretical observa-

tions, in our analyses below, we used 41 previously generated

and publically available datasets containing a total of 73,608

unique expression profiles (Table S1; STAR Methods) from

both bulk tissue samples and single-cell RNA-seq. These data

were generated with diverse technologies, and we performed

only minimal normalization to ensure robustness to the method

of data collection (STAR Methods).

Similarity of Expression Profiles: Application
To test the method, we applied it to each dataset, comparing the

pairwise distances in the original high-dimensional space X (full

original dataset), with those between samples as represented

in the low-dimensional embedding, Y (compressed dataset).

With only m = 100 random composite measurements, the Pear-

son correlation coefficient (averaged across the datasets) be-

tween the distances in the low- and high-dimensional spaces

was 94.4%. With m = 400 random measurements, the average

correlation was 98.5%.
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Figure 1. Composite Measurements of Sparse Module Activity

(A) Schematic example of three composite measurements (green, right) constructed from one vector of gene abundances (cyan). Each measurement is a linear

combination of gene abundances, with varying weights (yellow) for each gene in each measurement.

(B) Decomposition of gene abundance across samples by the activity of gene modules. The expression of genes (rows) across samples (columns) (left cyan

matrix) can be decomposed into gene modules (purple matrix; rows: genes; columns: modules) by the modules’ activity (gray matrix, rows) across the samples

(gray matrix; columns). If only one module is active in any sample (as in samples a, b, and c) then two composite measurements are sufficient to determine the

gene expression levels (C).

(C) One such measurement (1) is composed from the sum of modules (i) and (j), and another (2) is composed from the sum of modules (j) and (k).

See also Figure S5 and Tables S3 and S4.
Experimental measurements will inevitably include noise. We

assume in all calculations below that the noise process for

each gene in each sample is i.i.d. as a Gaussian, with an overall

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 2. (The results are robust to other

choices of SNR, data not shown.) With m = 100 noisy measure-

ments, the average correlation between low and high dimen-

sional distances was 84.5%; with 400 noisy measurements,

the average correlation was 95.1% (Figures S1A and S1B;

Pearson correlation, all p values <10�20). The number of samples

in a dataset had little impact on this behavior (Figure S1B), but

the fraction of datasets with high average correlation (>90%)

increased exponentially as the number of measurements was

increased (Figure S1C).

We tested whether nonlinear structures can be preserved, by

comparing non-linear embeddings generated by either of two

methods of manifold learning (multidimensional scaling [MDS]

[Borg and Groenen, 2005] and Isomap [Tenenbaum et al.,

2000]; STAR Methods), computed from full profiles or from 100

composite measurements. The average correlation between

these distances was 57% for MDS and 54% for Isomap,
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suggesting that some, but not all, of the nonlinear structure

was preserved.

Sample clustering is also preserved with composite measure-

ments. For example, tissue-specific clustering patterns across

the GTEx dataset of 8,555 samples from 30 tissues (Figure 2A)

are mirrored exceptionally well in clusters based on 100 com-

posite measurements in each sample (Figure 2C). Most devia-

tions (e.g., cluster 28) are also observed in clusters of high-

dimensional data with the addition of noise (Figure 2B),

indicating that these are not the result of information loss in

low dimension. The overall similarity between the two clusterings

as defined by their mutual information (STARMethods) was 87%

for the GTEx data. The mutual information was lower in datasets

where clusters were not as obvious—e.g., when the samples are

all derived from the same tissue, as in each of the 33 individual

TCGA tumor types (36%, on average). This reflects some loss

of information about clustering in low dimension but also the

fact that the high dimensional clusters themselves are not

inherently well-separated (and are indeed more impacted by

the addition of noise; Figure S1D). Even so, the distances
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Figure 2. Clusters Based on Composite Measurements Match High-Dimensional Clusters

Shown are 30 clusters of GTEx samples (0–29; arbitrary order) based on (A) expression of 14,202 genes, (B) gene expression plus the addition of random noise

(SNR = 2), or (C) 100 random noisy composite measurements. Clusters in both (B) and (C) match the original clusters, with 91% and 87% mutual information,

respectively (cluster numbers were manually reassigned to align with A). Each pie chart corresponds to one cluster and shows the composition of samples in the

clusters by the individual tissues (colors, legend). Deviations from the original clusters which appear in both (B) and (C) (e.g., cluster 28) likely indicate the effects of

noise, rather than loss of information in low dimension.

See also Figure S1.
themselves are well preserved from high to low dimension in

these cases (84% correlation; Figure S1A).

As a comparator of how far these random composite mea-

surements are from being optimal, we compared them to the

top 100 principal components (PCs; the optimal linear embed-

ding). These PCs preserved nearly all of the high dimensional in-

formation, both distances and clusters (such that the average
correlation between PC and composite measurement distances

was 84%, versus 84.5% above).

Finding Modular Structure in Order to Recover Gene
Abundances from Low-Dimensional Data: Theory
Next, we wish to ‘‘decompress’’ the measurements, that is,

recover the abundance of each of the individual 20,000 genes
Cell 171, 1424–1436, November 30, 2017 1427



from random composite measurements. In compressed

sensing, this is possible provided that the high dimensional

data possess a sparse structure in some representation (Candes

et al., 2006; Donoho, 2006; reviewed in Eldar and Kutyniok, 2012)

(see Mathematical Details in the STAR Methods). Gene expres-

sion data are highly structured (Alter et al., 2000; Bergmann

et al., 2003; Prat et al., 2011; Segal et al., 2003); if we can find

this latent structure, we could leverage it to decompress the

compressed measurements.

The challenge in recovering high-dimensional data from

low-dimensional observations centers on the underdetermined

system of equations:

Y =A bX ;
where Y and A are known, and we wish to estimate bX , the

predicted expression levels in 20,000-dimensional space. If

gene expression is arbitrarily complex (that is, if the abundance

levels of each gene may vary across samples independently

from all other genes), it will be impossible to infer the gene

expression pattern from a small number of measurements.

Conversely, if some genes are co-regulated and thus their abun-

dances co-vary in sets (‘‘modules’’), then we can consider the

alternative—and potentially easier—problem of using composite

observations to determine the activity level of each module in

each sample. The more that gene expression follows a ‘modular’

structure, the better the prospects of recovering the 20,000

abundances from far fewer measurements.

We formalize the notion of modular activity in the following

way. Suppose there is a ‘‘dictionary’’ of d modules given by a

matrix, U˛Rg x d, with each column of the matrix describing

one module. The activity level of each module in each sample,

represented by a matrix W˛Rd x n, approximates the observed

expression profiles as XzUW. Thus, the description of modular

activity can be posed as a matrix factorization.

As a toy example, consider a fundamental dictionary of

500 gene modules, where each sample may activate at most

15 at a time. In the terminology of compressed sensing, we

would say that samples used gene expression patterns that

were ‘‘k-sparse,’’ with k = 15. (For practical purposes, it will

be enough that samples’ gene expression patterns can be

approximated by such a representation—that is, they are

approximately k-sparse.) If expression were truly structured

in this way, this could allow us to compress and decompress

biological measurements. For instance, if the dictionary had

only three fundamental modules, and each cell activated only

one of these modules (Figure 1B), then with only two measure-

ments we could infer which of the three modules is active (Fig-

ure 1C). Thus, because the dictionary is both small and

sparsely used, we can recover gene expression from a number

of measurements that is smaller than both the number of

genes and the number of modules (that is, 2 versus 20,000

and 3).

Modular Activity in Gene Expression Profiles: Results
We considered three algorithms for matrix factorization in the

context of compressed sensing. Two algorithms, singular value

decomposition (SVD) (Alter et al., 2000) and sparse nonnega-
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tive matrix factorization (sNMF) (Mairal et al., 2010), are

commonly used. We also developed a third algorithm, sparse

module activity factorization (SMAF), which is particularly

suited to our needs, because it identifies a non-negative,

sparse module dictionary, and sparse module activity levels

in each sample. Sparsity constraints in the dictionary and the

activity levels are designed to facilitate both compressed

sensing and biological interpretation. Dictionary sparsity re-

duces redundancy between modules, making interpretation

easier, and also increases dictionary incoherence (a statistical

property that captures the suitability for compressed sensing).

Further details for each algorithm are in the Mathematical

Details in the STAR Methods.

We assessed the performance of SVD, sNMF, and SMAF,

using each to calculate module dictionaries and module activity

levels for each dataset. For each method, we quantified the

ability of the model to fit the data, the effective number of genes

permodule, the number of activemodules per sample, as well as

the ‘‘biological distinction’’ of the modules (i.e., the degree to

which the dictionary modules are enriched in different functional

gene sets curated in external databases (Liberzon et al., 2011)

(STAR Methods).

While SVD, which is unconstrained, provided the best fit of the

data (Table S2), its representations were not sparse (Figures 3A

and S2A). Conversely, the sparsity-enforcing methods sNMF

and SMAF provided good fits as well (Figure 3C; Table S2), while

generating sparse solutions (Figures 3A and S2A), which should

enhance their performance for compressed sensing. Most

importantly, SMAF generated dictionaries that were compact

(Table S2), sparsely active (Figures 3A and S2A) and biologically

distinctive (Figure 3B), whereas the enriched gene sets for

each module in the SVD and sNMF dictionaries were largely

redundant (Figure 3B). Finally, because they have reduced

redundancy, SMAF dictionaries are more incoherent than those

of sNMF (Figure S2C), suggesting that they should generally

perform better in compressed sensing.

Using Sparse Modularity to Recover Gene Expression
Profiles with Compressed Sensing: Theory
Next, we use the algorithms in a framework that would allow us

to recover expression profiles from low-dimensional data gener-

ated by random, noisy composite measurements. Suppose that

(1) we already know a high-dimensional dictionary U (learning

it from initial training data using one of the algorithms), and

(2) we have a set of composite measurements, Y = A(X + noise)

produced with a known random matrix A. We ask whether it

is possible to learn the weighted activity levels W for the

modules corresponding to the high-dimensional data—and

thereby recover the high-dimensional expression data X z UW

(Figure 4A). (We address later the harder problem blind com-

pressed sensing: recovering X without information about U).

To show this, we partition each high-dimensional dataset X

into a set of training samples, Xtraining, and a test set, Xtesting

(STAR Methods). We apply each of the three algorithms to the

training set to calculate a module dictionary via matrix

factorization:

XtrainingzUW:
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Figure 3. Sparse Modular Activity Factorization for Gene Expression

(A andB) Performance of different matrix decomposition algorithms. (A) Violin plots of the distribution of the number of activemodules per sample (y axis, left), and

the effective number of genes per module (y axis, right) for each of three methods, across different datasets (x axis, legend). (B) Violin plots of the total number of

enriched gene sets across all modules within a dataset (left), and total number of enriched gene sets divided by the number of modules (right), for each of the three

different algorithms. Each dot represents one dataset.

(C) Original data and reconstructed high-dimensional gene expression levels for each algorithm. For the GTEx dataset, heatmaps show the original gene

expression profiles (left; 8,555 samples, 14,202 genes) and the profiles reconstructed from SVD, sNMF, and sparse modular activity factorization (SMAF).

See also Figure S2.
We then simulate random composite measurements on the test

samples:

Y =A
�
Xtesting + noise

�
;

where thematrixA defines the random composition of g genes in

each of m measurements (as before, with m � g). Next, for a

given module dictionary (USVD, UNMF, or USMAF), we find the

module activities, cW , that best fit our composite observations

(Figure 4A), such that:

YzAUcW :

This optimization is performed while enforcing k-sparsity in cW ,

so that there are no more than k active modules per sample.

Finally, we use the module activity coefficients in each test sam-

ple to compute predicted gene expression values, bX =UcW , and

compare these predicted values with the actual values. The re-

sults are three sets of predictions, bXSVD, bXNMF , and bXSMAF .

Compressed Sensing: Results
We applied this approach to each dataset, using 5% of the sam-

ples in each for training and 95% for testing. We assessed how

well we recover full profiles from composite measurements and

found that sparse dictionaries from sNMF and SMAF performed

well, whereas the non-sparse ones from SVD did not (Figures 4B
and S3A). For example, in the GTEx dataset with 25 random,

noisy composite measurements of 5,000 genes, the predicted

profiles showed an average Spearman rank correlation with

the original values (calculated across all genes and testing sam-

ples) of 88% for sNMF and 82% for SMAF, but only 26% for SVD

(averaged over 50 trials with different random training samples,

testing samples, composite weights, and genes; Figure 4B).

With only 10 composite measurements, we obtained surprisingly

good accuracies of 83% for sNMF and 79% for SMAF (Fig-

ure S4A). Thus, consistent with theory, successful recovery of

gene expression from compressedmeasurements rests on sam-

ples having a sparse representation in the given dictionary—that

is, on there being not too many active modules in each sample.

Notably, SMAF—that represents each sample with 15 active

modules chosen from a dictionary U of several hundred—also

has substantially better performance than k-SVD—that repre-

sents all samples with different activity levels of the same 15

modules (corresponding to the top k eigenvectors, k = 15)

(Figure S4).

Some features of gene expression variation were not captured

as well as others. On average, the approach more accurately

estimated the relative abundance of genes within an individual

sample than the relative abundance of an individual gene across

many samples (Figure S4B). The performance was also generally

worse for expression datasets from single-cells than from bulk

tissue (average Spearman correlation of 62% versus 87% for

25 composite measurements). This can be partially explained
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Figure 4. Compressed Sensing of Gene Module Activity Levels

(A) Schematic of the core problem: composite measurements (Y, green) are used with composite weights (A, yellow) and a module dictionary (U, purple) to infer

sparse module activities (W, green and red).

(B) Performance of compressed sensing in recovery of expression levels. Shown are the Spearman rank correlation (y axis, mean with error bars indicating

standard deviation across 50 random trials) between the original data and 5,000 gene abundance levels recovered from either 25 measurements using module

dictionaries found by different algorithms (SVD, sNMF, and SMAF) or by predictions from signature gene measurements based on models built in training data.

(C) Performance in gene network inference. Gene networks were inferred from high-dimensional Perturb-seq data (right) or from data recovered by compressed

sensing (left; 50 composite measurements). Heatmap depicts the network coefficients (color bar) of 67 guides (columns) targeting 24 TFs and their 1,000 target

genes (rows). The coefficients in both versions (CS and original) are significantly correlated (50%; p value <10�20).

See also Figures S3 and S4 and Tables S1 and S2.
by the effect of the skewed distributions in single-cell expression

profiles (Kharchenko et al., 2014; Shalek et al., 2014): the

observed abundances are generated by a zero-inflated Poisson

process, whereas our optimization methods model the data as

normally distributed. Indeed, the difference between Spearman

and Pearson correlation is most drastic in single-cell datasets

(Figure S4C). Two additional sources of noise could affect per-

formance: intrinsic noise (e.g., transcriptional bursting) (Deng

et al., 2014), which is not shared across genes in a module,

and technical variability, if not shared across cells.

One potential limitation is the degree to which a dictionary

learned on one dataset can be successfully applied to new data-

sets that are biologically distinct. To test this, we partitioned

each of the 33 individual tumor types in the TCGA catalog to a

5% training and 95% testing set, learned a dictionary from

each of the 33 training sets, simulated composite measurements

in each of the testing sets (m = 25, g = 5,000, SNR = 2), and used

each of the 33 dictionaries to decompress measurements from

each of the 33 test sets (same tumor type and the other 32 types).

In general, using a dictionary derived from a different tumor type
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resulted in reduced performance (from 87% to 68% on average

with SMAF; Figures S3B and S3C). Using a SMAF dictionary

from a related tumor type often resulted in better performance

(Figure S3B). SMAF performed considerably better than SVD

and sNMF in this analysis (Figure S3C).

Decompressed Profiles Perform Well in Downstream
Network Inference
We also tested the utility of data recovered by compressed

sensing in downstream analysis, focusing on gene network infer-

ence from genetic perturbations. We used a published Perturb-

seq screen (Dixit et al., 2016) in LPS-stimulated dendritic cells,

where 24 TFs were perturbed in a pool by 67 single guide

RNAs (sgRNAs) followed by single-cell RNA-seq, profiling

11,738 genes in 49,234 cells. We randomly selected 5% of the

data for training, used these to learn a module dictionary with

SMAF, simulated 117 composite measurements on the testing

data (100-fold under-sampled; SNR = 10, with lower added

noise because the data are inherently very noisy), recovered

the module activities, and predicted gene expression profiles.



The recovered expression profiles had a 46% Spearman corre-

lation (92% Pearson) with the original data. For comparable

under-sampling, this was the worst performance among the

tested datasets, reflecting both technical variation in single cell

RNA-seq and the fact that the samples were all the same cell

type with subtle differences between them.

Nonetheless, using the decompressed data ð bXÞ for network

inference (as in Dixit et al., 2016) showed good agreement with

a network model learned on the original (full) dataset (X) (Fig-

ure 4C). The inference algorithm uses the TFs targeted for pertur-

bation in each cell (encoded in sgRNAs barcodes) to learn a

matrix, b, of coefficients describing positive and negative asso-

ciation between each of 24 perturbed TFs and the 11,738 target

genes. (In our simulations, sgRNA barcodes were not part of the

composite measurements.) The correlation between the two

sets of coefficients (b and bb) was 35% (p value <10�20), averaged

across simulation trials. When we restrict the network inference

problem to a subset of �1,000 variable genes (e.g., those that

are significantly up- or downregulated after stimulus; m =

50 measurements), performance was further improved. The

recovered variable gene levels were 72% Spearman correlated

(93% Pearson) with the original levels, and the inferred networks

(using only variable genes as targets) were 49% correlated (Fig-

ure 4C). Finally, we used unperturbed data to calculate variable

genes and amodule dictionary (training set) and performed com-

pressed sensing and network inference on perturbed data

(testing set), again obtaining networks that were significantly

correlated with those obtained from the original data (39%).
Recovering Gene Modules and Activity Levels from
Random Compositional Measurements without
Knowledge of Expression Patterns: Theory
Suppose we have neither a high-dimensional dictionary nor

training data; can we still learn a dictionary U from only the

low-dimensional composite measurements? In other words, in

the equation:

YzA bXzA bUcW ;

can we learn the module dictionary bU based only on knowledge

of the low-dimensional data Y and projection matrix A? Once we

have the dictionary bU, we can apply the methods of compressed

sensing described above to recover the module activity levels,cW , and the original gene abundances, bX . In the compressed

sensing field, this problem is called ‘‘blind compressed sensing’’

(BCS).

Remarkably, the blind compressed sensing problem can be

solved under certain conditions (Aghagolzadeh and Radha,

2015; Gleichman and Eldar, 2011; Pourkamali-anaraki et al.,

2015). Early work (Gleichman and Eldar, 2011) showed that if

the dictionary is one of a known, finite set, or if it obeys certain

structural constraints, it can be recovered solely from com-

pressed observations, but these constraints are not relevant

for gene expression. Subsequent empirical (Pourkamali-anaraki

et al., 2015) and theoretical (Aghagolzadeh and Radha, 2015)

studies have shown that using variable measurements (e.g., a

different random Gaussian matrix Ai for each sample) allows
one to recover the dictionary without restrictive constraints

(but still assuming dictionary incoherence and sparse module

activity; Mathematical Details in the STAR Methods). Unfortu-

nately, the practical value of existing algorithms such as CK-SVD

(Pourkamali-anaraki et al., 2015), is limited for the gene expres-

sion domain, because they practically require large number of

samples (e.g., 50,000) with very low noise (e.g., SNR of 25) to

learn small dictionaries (e.g., 15 modules).

We thus developed BCS-SMAF (Figure 5A), a new algorithm

for blind compressed sensing in the context of gene expression.

BCS-SMAF uses fixed and variable measurements, while also

leveraging dictionary constraints (as in SMAF) that are appro-

priate for analyzing gene expression, especially the observation

that similar samples activate similar dictionary modules (Fig-

ure S2D). In a nutshell (for details and theoretical underpinnings,

seeMathematical Details in the STARMethods), BCS-SMAF first

clusters samples based on the subset of composite observa-

tions; within each cluster, it searches for a relatively small

dictionary (e.g., with 15 modules) to explain the samples in that

cluster; it then concatenates the small dictionaries into a large

dictionary. This provides initial values for U and W, upon which

it iterates, using for each step of the update all available mea-

surements for each sample, until termination.

Blind Compressed Sensing for Recovering Gene
Expression Profiles: Results
We first applied BCS-SMAF to simulated data in random trials

(STAR Methods). We found that (1) the algorithm converged

quickly (in �5–10 iterations) (Figure S4D), (2) blind recovery

was more difficult when samples had a denser representation

(i.e., for larger k) (Figure S4E), and (3) it is more difficult to recon-

struct modules that are activated by fewer samples (Figure S4F).

BCS-SMAF did not always converge to the same dictionary

given different starting samples, suggesting an area for future

improvements.

We next tested BCS-SMAF on our expression datasets. We

simulated noisy composite measurements, yi = Ai(xi + noise),

across a randomly selected subset of genes (g = 1,000, signal-

to-noise ratio: 2), and varied the number m of composite

measurements (from 2.5- to 40-fold fewer than the number of

genes). We compared the expression levels recovered from

BCS-SMAF with the original values. (Because BCS-SMAF takes

longer to run, we decreased the number of genes to efficiently

run many random simulations.)

Although performance was expectedly worse than results with

a known dictionary, the recovered abundance levels were

substantially correlated with the original values (Figure 5B). For

the GTEx data with g = 1,000 genes and m = 100 composite

measurements (10-fold under-sampling), the expression profiles

recovered by BCS-SMAF had on average a Pearson correlation

of 92% and Spearman correlation of 76% with the true values

(compared with 93% and 88% for compressed sensing with a

known dictionary). Performance dramatically improved as the

number of composite measurements increased; for instance,

increasing from 25 to 400 measurements, Spearman correla-

tions increased from 52% to 86% for GTEx (Figure 5D).

BCS-SMAF converged quickly (�5 iterations), and initialization

by clustering yielded considerably better results (Figure 5C).
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Figure 5. Blind Compressed Sensing of Gene Modules

(A) Blind compressed sensing (BCS)-SMAF steps. (1) Samples are clustered based on composite observations. (2) Small module dictionaries are estimated

separately for each cluster, and concatenated into a large dictionary. (3) Procedure alternates over updates to the module dictionary and activity levels.

(B–E) Performance of BCS-SMAF. (B) Bar plots of the Pearson (left) and Spearman (right) correlation coefficients (y axis) between predicted and actual

gene abundances. (C) Convergence of BCS-SMAF. The intermediate fit at each iteration as a fraction of the final fit (with clustering initialization) (y axis),

averaged across all datasets and random trials, when the algorithm can be initialized via clustering (red line), or randomly (teal line). (D) Spearman correlation

coefficients (y axis), as in (B), for varying numbers of composite measurements (x axis). Error bars in (B)–(D) represent 1 SD across 50 random trials. (E) Original

(left) expression levels for all 14,202 genes in GTEx and their corresponding predictions by applying BCS-SMAF to 700 (middle) and 280 (right) composite

measurements.
Tested on all 14,202 genes in the GTEx dataset (SNR 2) with

20-fold (m = 700) to 50-fold (m = 280) fewer composite measure-

ments than genes, BCS-SMAF produced effective results based

on overall correlation, sample clustering and even biological

distinctiveness. We obtained acceptable Spearman correlations

of 71% and 56% with the original values, respectively (93% and

88% Pearson) (Figure 5E). Sample clusters generated from the

BCS-SMAF reconstructed data agreed well with the original

clusters (Figure S1E, 81% and 75%mutual information, respec-

tively). Even when reconstructed clusters deviate from the
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originals, they were still often useful in the sense that they

correctly grouped samples by tissue (e.g., clusters 0, 17, 18,

and 26; Figure S1E). BCS-SMAF also produced dictionaries

with less redundancy and greater biological distinctiveness of

modules than those found by applying SVD or sNMF to the

original data (0.29 unique gene sets enriched per module with

BCS-SMAF versus 0.15 and 0.06 with SVD and sNMF). Finally,

BCS-SMAFmodules and their activities can producemeaningful

biological insight. For instance, all ten samples with highest

activity in BCS-SMAF (20-fold under-sampled) module 169 are



derived from skeletal muscle and the module is enriched in

genes involved in respiration, generation of metabolites, muscle

contraction, and housekeeping genes.

Differences between Composite Measurements and
Signature Gene Analysis
A simple alternative to performing random composite measure-

ments is using the training phase to select a set of individual

‘‘signature genes’’ for measurements (Biswas et al., 2016;

Donner et al., 2012; Peck et al., 2006; Subramanian et al.,

2017), alongwith learning amodel to predict the remaining genes

from this measured set.

The two strategies have distinct advantages and drawbacks.

Signature gene measurements are straightforward to under-

stand and to implement in practice, but the measurement design

may change as the biological context shifts. In contrast, random

composite measurements—because they are random—are

broadly suitable for different contexts. Thus, while signature

gene methods require some similarity of the measured samples

to those used to train the model, composite measurements can

be used to recover expression levels blindly in new samples with

BCS-SMAF. Although signature gene measurements can be

usedwithout imputation for pairwise comparison (and clustering)

of samples (e.g., Duan et al., 2014), our empirical results show

that 100 signature genes do not preserve sample-to-sample

distances as well as 100 composite measurements (59% versus

81% Pearson correlation over all pairwise distances, averaged

across all datasets, Figure S5A). For recovery of unobserved

expression levels in testing data after model building in training

data, at moderate levels of noise, the two methods have similar

performance, but the performance of signature genes deterio-

rated more quickly as noise increased (Figure S5B). This reflects

the fact that composite measurements tend to cancel out the

(uncorrelated) noise in each gene, while signature measure-

ments are highly sensitive to noise in individual genes. This

feature could be particularly relevant in noisy single-cell

RNA-seq data (Wagner et al., 2016).

Making Composite Measurements in the Laboratory:
Theory
We next consider the challenge of implementing compressed

sensing with a lab protocol that measures a linear combination

of the expression levels of a set of genes, S, without having to

determine the levels of the individual genes,

y =
X

aixi;where i˛S:

If all weights are equal, probes for the genes could be combined

in equal proportions on the same ‘‘channel.’’

For RNA abundance (Figure S5C), probes might consist of

oligonucleotides targeting each gene in the set, a measurement

channel could be encoded in a sequence barcode attached to

the oligonucleotides, and a measurement would consist of the

net abundance of the (hybridized) barcode of the channel. To

extend to unequal weights, the relative abundance of probes tar-

geting each gene in a set is adjusted proportionally, if the weights

ai are all positive (we extend below for negative weights). One

implementation would create a pair of a single-stranded DNA
probes, Li and Ri, that hybridize to adjacent locations on the

mRNA of gene i, so that they may be ligated with an enzyme

that selects for RNA-DNA hybrids (such as in Lohman et al.,

2014). The left and right probes Li and Ri contain a left and right

barcode sequence, respectively, which are each the same for all

the genes measured. To perform a composite measurement,

we: (1) create a weighted pool consisting of all of the probe pairs,

(2) hybridize the mixture to mRNA in a fixed sample, (3) perform

ligation, (4) wash away the un-hybridized and un-ligated

products, and (5) measure the total amount of the barcode

(Figure S5C). To extend to negative weights, we can make two

separate composite measurements, y+ and y�, corresponding
to the positive and negative coefficients, and subtract the

second from the first. We can also perform m composite mea-

sures simultaneously by hybridizing 2m pools corresponding to

the positive and negative coefficients of each linear combination

and measuring barcode abundance. Notably, probe hybridiza-

tion needs to be linear in the amount of mRNA and in the concen-

tration of probes. Furthermore, because hybridization efficiency

will not be identical across probes, we should learn it by perform-

ing theprocedureondiversemRNAsamples forwhich theground

truth is known from a hybridization-independent assay, such as

RNA-seq. We can also use multiple probe pairs per gene. While

it is natural to perform the final readout by qPCR, barcode

sequencing is also a possibility. The library of sequenced mole-

cules is very complex, but it should be possible to estimate the

relative abundances of the barcodes with shallow sequencing.

Composite measurements could also be performed with

proteins. One approach could leverage methods in mass cytom-

etry in single cells (CyTOF) (Bendall et al., 2011) or in situ MIBI

(Angelo et al., 2014) and IMC (Giesen et al., 2014)), where

multiple antibodies, barcoded with heavy metals, are bound in

multiplex. Readout currently has a fixed number of channels

corresponding to �100 heavy metal ions. Applying compressed

sensing—by generating weighted antibody pools with the same

barcode—could expand the panel of targets by an order of

magnitude or more.

To scale these methods to thousands or tens of thousands of

genes, we will need to address practical concerns of building

large composite libraries. More practical compositions with

random subsets of genes and equal (i.e., binary) weights are

also suitable for compressed sensing. For example, using

random subsets of 100 equally weighted genes in GTEx gives

nearly the same correlation as random Gaussian measurements

(82% versus 81%; g = 5000,m = 25). Our methods are robust to

noise in the compositional weights, which might be introduced

during probe library preparation (82% versus 80% correlation

with an SNR of 2 in the composite weights; GTEx, g = 5000,

m = 25). Finally, it may be advantageous to bias the weights

toward a set of ‘‘key’’ genes, such as transcription factors, which

tend to be lowly expressed. We can increase sensitivity to these

genes by their giving them stronger weights or by biasing the

inference task toward minimizing the error on these genes.

Making Composite Measurements in the Laboratory:
Results
We tested our strategy by performing a modest proof-of-

concept experiment. We measured by a composite approach
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the levels of 23 transcripts in K562 cells (selected to capture a

range from highly abundant housekeeping genes to very lowly

expressed ones). First, we established our procedures by

measuring individual genes by our assay (comparing our proto-

col to standard qPCR) and showed that correlations improved

when we used four pairs of probes targeting different positions

within each gene, all using the same barcode (ranging from

39% to 88%; Table S3). Next, we compared the single gene

results to using composite measurements. We designed 20 arbi-

trary sets of composite measurements by taking random linear

combinations of the 23 genes (with weights randomly selected

from four concentrations spanning four orders of magnitude;

Table S4) and created the corresponding probe libraries. With

two replicates using different measurement barcodes, we

observed 85% and 90% correlation between the observed re-

sults and the expected values calculated directly from the linear

combinations of individual gene abundances (Figure S5D).

DISCUSSION

Building on established mathematical frameworks, we have

demonstrated several results that may be initially unintuitive in

biology. Below, we provide guidance for applying these ideas

in the development of future experiments.

Several important limitations arise from information loss during

compression and decompression. Information loss during

compression can lead to a distortion of sample similarity, making

it difficult to distinguish similar samples. We observed this in the

analysis of datasets consisting of very similar samples (e.g.,

individual TCGA tumor types, single-cell RNA-seq of cells stim-

ulated with LPS). Further information loss during decompression

can lead to errors in the estimation of high-dimensional gene

expression. This can occur if expression levels cannot be

accounted for by modular activity (e.g., single-cell ‘‘bursting’’),

or if the dictionary modules are biased or inaccurate. In the

setting with training data, a biased dictionary could arise if the

training data are not representative of testing data. In the blind

setting, if very few samples share amodule, then it will be difficult

to infer. Even if the modules are correctly specified, the core

premise of compressed sensing (using composite measure-

ments to infer module activity) may not be appropriate for

some applications. For instance, cis-eQTLs typically affect the

expression of one gene, not an entire module.

With these limitations in mind, we can envision various appli-

cations of composite measurements. For instance, in methods

like Perturb-seq (Adamson et al., 2016; Dixit et al., 2016) pooled

CRISPR screens are combined with single cell RNA-seq. How-

ever, these methods do not allow for the a priori selection of cells

with specific expression patterns; the number of perturbations

that can be studied is thus limited by costs. Even though such

data can only be partially recovered by compressed sensing, it

suffices to infer gene network models. Compressed sensing

could also allow selection based on expression patterns. For

example, one might (1) learn to recognize a complex expression

pattern based on a handful of composite measurements, (2)

create probe sets for each composite measurement carrying

a different fluorescent label, (3) perform composite measure-

ments on fixed, permeabilized cells, (4) select cells carrying the
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signature by multi-dimensional FACS sorting, and (5) examine

the proportion of barcodes in selected and unselected cells.

Molecular compressed sensing can also be applied to the

measurement of proteins. Compressive proteomics could be

possible with mass cytometry, especially imaging mass cytom-

etry (Giesen et al., 2014), where protein abundance information

is spatially resolved to produce an ‘‘image’’ of a fixed sample.

With composite measurements, these images could potentially

be expanded to include information on thousands of proteins

(for reference, above we demonstrate 85% Spearman correla-

tion, average across datasets, in recovering 5,000 mRNA

abundance levels from 50 composite measurements).

Compressive measurement may be useful for other biological

systems that may possess a sparse modular structure. Chro-

matin landscapes, for example, are also patterned into subsets

of the genome that co-vary in chromatin state across subsets

of conditions (Kundaje et al., 2015). Other high-dimensional

signals such as the spliceosome or metabolome might be simi-

larly structured.

With any of these applications, we wish to make efficient

measurements of a high-dimensional signal. Given that co-regu-

lation (and thus, modularity) of high-dimensional variables is a

relatively ubiquitous phenomenon across biological systems,

we anticipate that the ideas presented here will have broad

applicability.
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact Aviv Regev at aregev@

broadinstitute.org.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

K562 cell cultures
Human chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) K562 cells were cultured as recommended by ATCC. Briefly, cells were maintained in

Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone), 2 mM GlutaMAX (Life Technologies),

100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 mg/ml streptomycin at 37�C with 5% CO2 incubation. Cells were seeded at a density of 1 million cells

per mL for each subculture and a minimum of 2 million cells were used for each RNA extraction.

METHOD DETAILS

Mathematical Details
Compressed sensing (CS) encompasses algorithms and a formalism for analyzing the necessary and sufficient conditions for

high-dimensional signal recovery from noisy, incomplete measurements. For a thorough mathematical review of the theory and

applications of compressed sensing we point the reader to (Eldar and Kutyniok, 2012). Here, we briefly review the critical aspects

of CS, note their particular applicability to gene expression profiling, and provide a more detailed account of our BCS-SMAF

algorithm.

Random projection into low-dimensional space and the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma

Though not directly invoked in CS, the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984) provides a good foothold

for understanding bounds on distortion in low dimension. We will be concerned with distortion of distances between (1) pairs of gene
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expression profiles (for the purpose of calculating sample similarity), and (2) pairs of gene modules (for compressed sensing). We will

begin by stating the lemma and showing how an intermediate step in a proof of the lemma allows us to understand sample similarity,

before moving to compressed sensing in the next section.

Lemma (Johnson-Lindenstrauss): There exists a Lipschitzmapping from high to low dimension, f : Rg/ Rm, for any set of n points,

such that for any two points, u; v, if mROðlog n=e2Þ, then
ð1� eÞku� v2 k% kfðuÞ � fðvÞ k 2%ku� v k 2ð1+ eÞ:
For our purposes, the function f will correspond to a measuremen
t matrix A so that fðxÞ= ð1= ffiffiffi
g

p ÞAx for a vector x with g entries, with

A consisting of Gaussian i.i.d. entries with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. We will refer to A as a composite measurement matrix,

with m measurements composed of g genes.

Our analytical understanding of the preservation of distances with composite measurements comes from a proof of the JL-lemma

(Dasgupta and Gupta, 2003). This proof begins by demonstrating (via lemma 2.2) that the probability of distance preservation

within 1± e is

Pr

��
1� e

�ku� v k 2%k 1ffiffiffi
g

p Aðu� vÞ k 2

%ku� v k 2�1+ e
��

R1� 2e�

�
e2

2
� e3

3

�
m

4 :
Thus, the probability that the distance between a pair of gene expr
ession profiles is distorted beyond 1± e decreases exponentially as

the number of composite measurements grows. This is reflected empirically with noisy composite measurements of gene expression

in Figures S1A and S1B, in which the correlations between high- and low-dimensional distances in each dataset are shown for

different values of m, and in Figure S1C, in which the frequency of distortion (below a correlation of 90%) is shown to decrease

exponentially with increasing m.

While the correlation between high- and low-dimensional distances does not depend on the number of samples ðnÞ, in order to

guarantee that all pairwise distances among the n points are preserved with high probability, the number of measurements must

increase as the number of samples increases. The remainder of the proof of the JL-lemma demonstrates the surprising result that

m only needs to grow as Oðlog n=e2Þ. To see how this relates to the recovery of gene expression profiles from composite measure-

ments, we next introduce some basics of compressed sensing.

Compressed sensing and null space conditions for sparse signals

Suppose that a gene expression matrix, X˛Rgxn, can be factorized into a module dictionary and module activity levels, X =UW,

such that, for each column of W˛Rdxn there are exactly k nonzero values (we say that W is column-wise k-sparse). Each column

of U˛Rgxd is a description of a module. Given composite measurements, y, of a sample, x, we wish to recover the module activity

levels so that

y =Ax =AUw:
This is the core problem of compressed sensing.
Suppose that we have the true sparse activity levels, w, and a distinct k-sparse vector w
0
, such that x =UwsUw

0
. If AUw=AUw

0

then we will not be able to distinguish w from w
0
based solely on y. The vector ðw�w

0 Þ is in the null space of the matrix AU.

What conditions can we place on AU (and its null space) such that all such vectorsw andw
0
can be distinguished? Suppose thatw

andw
0
are supported on disjoint modules, so that ðw�w

0 Þ is 2k-sparse. If there are no 2k-sparse vectors in the null space ofAU, then

we are guaranteed to be able to distinguish the vectors based on y. This can be equivalently characterized by the spark of AU: The

spark of a matrix is the smallest number of columns of the matrix that are linearly dependent. Then we have that for any set of com-

posite observations y, there exists at most one k-sparse signal w such that y =AUw if and only if sparkðAUÞ> 2k.

These null space conditions are useful for developing intuition about the separability of sparse solutions. Next, we review the core

property of CS that tells us how many measurements we need for robust recovery.

The Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)

The matrix AU satisfies the RIP (Candes and Tao, 2005) of order 2k if there exists a d such that, for all 2k-sparse vectors z

ð1� dÞkz k 2% kAUz k 2%kz k 2ð1+ dÞ:
We can interpret this as saying that AU approximately preser
ves the distance between any pair of k-sparse vectors. This is

relevant for distinguishing solutions based on composite observations (suppose z= ðw�w
0 Þ; if kz k 2 > 0 then we also want

kAUz k 2 bounded away from zero). The total possible number of k-sparse vectors that we want to be able to distinguish with com-

posite measurements is OðdkÞ. If the matrix AU is a random Gaussian matrix, then we can combine this result with the JL-lemma to

say that the number of composite measurements should be at least

mRO

�
k logðdÞ

d2

�
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for robust signal recovery with d modules in the dictionary U.
Another property, coherence, is commonly used to analyze the suitability of an arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily Gaussian) matrix AU.

The coherence, mðAUÞ, is the largest absolute inner product between any pair of columns with unit norm. This is inversely related to

the spark:

sparkðAUÞR1+
1

mðAUÞ:
If a matrix AU has unit-norm columns and coherence m, then
 it satisfies the RIP of order k with d= ðk � 1Þm for all sparsity

levels k < ð1=mÞ.
To summarize: (1) as discussed in the main text and seen through the discussion above, sparsity is a key requirement for

compressed signal recovery; (2) we can use the RIP to establish a lower bound on the number of measurements needed for robust

recovery; and (3) incoherent matrices ðAUÞ perform better. Thus, in order to recover gene expression profiles from a small number

of random Gaussian measurements, we should seek to learn a dictionary that is sparsely activated and has distinguishable

(non-redundant) modules.

Algorithms for learning a dictionary: SVD, sNMF, and SMAF

Several methods of matrix factorization are already commonly used for gene expression analysis. Two of the best-known algorithms

are Singular ValueDecomposition (SVD) (Alter et al., 2000) and nonnegativematrix factorization (NMF) (Mairal et al., 2010). For the pur-

pose of compression, we desire an algorithm that can accurately represent gene expression with a small number of active modules

(i.e., very few nonzero wi;l coefficients). The general versions of SVD and NMF are not guaranteed to accomplish this, but modified

versions, such as sparse NMF (sNMF) (Mairal et al., 2010), incorporate sparsity constraints to enforce such behavior. However,

methods like sNMF enforce sparsity in general inW but not specifically per sample. As a result, while the overall matrixmay be sparse,

some samplesmay activate very fewmodules and others very manymodules, such that themodel is less suited to the needs of com-

pressed sensing and less compatible with our current understanding of gene expression. Moreover, the dictionaries found by sNMF

can be dense with coefficients, which results in partially correlated, redundant modules (since every pair of modules will have some

overlap in coefficients). Module redundancy can compromise compressed sensing by increasing the coherence of the dictionary.

We thus developed a third algorithm that is particularly suited to our needs. Our method, Sparse Modular Activity Factorization

(SMAF), identifies a non-negative, sparse module dictionary, and sparse module activity levels per sample. SMAF introduces two

changes compared to sNMF and similar methods. First, for the activity levels, it enforces k-sparsity; that is, each samplemay activate

nomore than k modules (with k = 10 unless otherwise specified). Enforcing k-sparsity per sample, rather than only sparsity in general

inW (as in sNMF), is appropriate for compressed sensing. Second, SMAF also enforces sparsity (via an l1-relaxation) in the module

dictionary, in order to reduce redundancy between the modules. With a fixed number of nonnegative modules, if each is sparse, then

they are likely to have less overlap.

Formally, the optimization problem for SMAF is as follows: Given a gene expressionmatrix X˛Rgxn find amodule dictionaryU˛Rgxd

and a module activity matrix W˛Rdxn that minimizes:

min
U;W

kX � UW k 2 + lkU k 1;
such that ui;jR0; ku:;l k = 1; andkwi k 0%k c i˛f1;.; ng:
Our algorithm to solve this optimization problem proceeds with a
lternating updates to U and W.

Algorithm: Sparse Module Activity Factorization

1. SMAFðX;d; l; kÞ
2. Initialize U˛Rg x d and W˛Rd x n randomly.

3. For 10 iterations:

a. Update the module dictionary as U= LassoNonnegativeðX;W; lÞ.
b. Normalize each module so that kui k 2= 1.

c. Update the activity levels as W =OMPðX;U; kÞ.
4. Return U;W.

In practice, we find the algorithm converges quickly, and, hence, 10 iterations in step 3 are sufficient. The subroutine OMPðÞ cor-
responds to Orthogonal Matching Pursuit. It finds a solution to xi =Uwi, such that kwi k 0%k.

Blind Compressed Sensing with SMAF (BCS-SMAF)

The problem of blind compressed sensing is to recover a module dictionary and module activity levels given only composite obser-

vations. Formally, given:

Y =AUW
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we use observations Y and composite weights A to recover both U and W. BCS is reducible to the problem of learning a good

dictionary; once U is fixed, the methods of CS can be applied to learn the module activities. In the work that originally described

the problem of BCS (Gleichman and Eldar, 2011), it was shown that, in addition to sparsity and coherence assumptions, structural

constraints on U (e.g., the assumption that U consists of orthogonal block diagonal bases, or is chosen from a finite set of known

bases) are needed to make the problem tractable. Constraining U according to structural assumptions on gene modules is intuitively

appropriate, but the original constraints and accompanying algorithms are not relevant for our problem.

Subsequent empirical (Pourkamali-anaraki et al., 2015) and theoretical (Aghagolzadeh and Radha, 2015) work has shown that

using variable measurements (e.g., a different random Gaussian matrix Ai for each sample) allows one to recover the dictionary

without restrictive constraints. Below, we will briefly review these results, and then state the optimization problem for blind com-

pressed sensing of gene expression and our algorithm to solve it.

Fixed versus variable measurements

Recent work has shown that the use of variable measurements makes it possible to estimate modules from compressed observa-

tions (Aghagolzadeh and Radha, 2015; Pourkamali-anaraki et al., 2015). To see how, first suppose for simplicity that there is only one

module in the dictionary (i.e. U˛Rg x 1 and W˛R1 x n; this assumption is not required, but is used to illustrate the role of variable

measurements). We wish to estimate U and W given our observations and the measurement compositions. If we only have access

to measurements with constant weights, then we have,

ATY =ATAUW:
If ATA= IðgxgÞ, then the problem is reduced to ATY =UW with a sing
le module in the dictionary – this problem can be solved. However,

with A˛Rm x g as a randomGaussian matrix andm � g, ATAsIðgxgÞ. Moreover, since ATA has rank at mostm, it is not invertible, and

the problem is ill-posed.

Nowconsider the same problemwith variablemeasurements,Ai, for each sample i. Assume thatW is fixed, and thatwis0. In order

to minimize the loss
Pn

i kyi � AiUwi k 2
, we take the derivative, set it equal to zero, and find a U such thatX

i

AT
i

yiwi

kw k 2
=
X
i

AT
i AiU:
If the number of samples is sufficiently large, then, with all the A d
i rawn i.i.d.,
P

iA
T
i AizIðgxgÞ, and we can get a good estimate for U.

This can be generalized by allowing for more than one module in the dictionary, U˛Rg x d, and for k-sparsity in the module activity

matrix,W˛Rd x n. Using only variable measurements, this scenario was analyzed in (Pourkamali-anaraki et al., 2015), including elab-

orations to alternative zero-mean non-Gaussian measurements. Subsequently, it was shown that while the (Gaussian) variable mea-

surement scheme succeeds with probability 1� b if nR2kðg� 2kÞ+ 1=bðm� 2kÞ
�
d
k

�2

, far fewer samples are required if both fixed

and variable measurements are used (Aghagolzadeh and Radha, 2015). Specifically, one can initialize the algorithm by (1) clustering

samples based on fixed measurements, and (2) identifying cluster-specific modules. With this initialization, the authors show that

BCS succeeds in recovering the original data perfectly with

nR
2kðg� 2kÞ+ 1

bðm� 3k � 1Þ
�
d
k

�
:

This is the theoretical basis for initialization via clustering, used i
n our algorithm (described below). Importantly, while many of our

datasets will not satisfy the number of samples required by this result, the result is for perfect recovery, whereas we aim for approx-

imate recovery, and our analysis justifies the use of clustering versus a random initialization (Figures 5C and S5A).

BCS-SMAF

We thus developed BCS-SMAF to use fixed and variable measurements, while also incorporating the biologically-motivated struc-

tural constraints provided by SMAF.

The optimization problem that BCS-SMAF attempts to solve is as follows: Given fixed composite weights, Af˛Rmf x g, and com-

posite weights that vary in each sample, Avi˛R
mv x g, define Ai˛Rm x g as the concatenation

�
Af

Avi

�
, with m=mf +mv. We will use the

notation ½A� to denote the list ½A1.An�. With composite observations, yi =Aixi, find the module dictionary, U, and module activity

levels, W, that optimize:

min
U;W

Xn

i

kyi � AiUwi k 2 + lkU k 1;
such that uj;lR0; k u:;l k = 1; and kwi k 0%k for all i˛1.n:
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Algorithm: Blind compressed sensing of gene expression profile
s

1. BCS-SMAFðY ; ½A�; k; lÞ:
2. Use Spectral Clustering of fixed measurements, Yf =AfX, to find L=maxð5;minð20; ðn=50ÞÞÞ clusters.
3. For each cluster, c, find an initial module dictionary, Uc, and module activity levels, Wc, by the following procedure:

a. Initialize Uc randomly, with uj;lR0; k u:;l k = 1, and the number of modules dc =maxð5; ð j c j =20ÞÞ, where jc j denotes the num-

ber of samples in the cluster.

b. For 5 iterations:

i. Update the module activity levels in each sample as wi =OMPðyi;AiUc; kÞ if sample i is in the cluster, otherwise set wi = 0.

ii. Update the module dictionary as Uc =ProxGradðY ; ½A�;Wc; lÞ.

4. Concatenate U= ½U1 . UL � and W =

2
4W1

.
WL

3
5.

5. Refine the module dictionary and activity levels by the following procedure:

a. For 5 iterations:

i. Update the module activity levels in each sample as wi =OMPðyi;AiU; kÞ.
ii. Update the module dictionary as Uc =ProxGradðY ; ½A�;W; lÞ.
6. Return U;W.

In steps 3b and 5a the algorithm proceeds through alternating updates to U and W. The subroutine OMPðÞ corresponds to

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit. It finds a solution to yi =AiUwi, such that kwi k 0%k. The subroutine ProxGradðÞ corresponds to a prox-

imal gradient descent algorithm (Yang et al., 2016) that we adapted to accommodate variable measurements in each sample. It finds

a sparse solution to min
U

Pn
i kyi � AiUwi k 2 + lkU k 1; such that uj;lR0; k u:;l k = 1.

There are several parameter choices that need to be made in BCS-SMAF. We fixed three parameters without an attempt to opti-

mize their values: the fraction of fixedmeasurements, the number of clusters in step 2, and the number of modules in step 3awere set

to mf =m=5, L=maxð5;minð20; ðn=50ÞÞÞ, and dc =maxð5; ðjc j =20ÞÞ, respectively. The free parameters set the level of k-sparsity

(enforced during OMP), and a hyperparameter, l, on the sparsity ofU. We used the same values of k and l for all of our computational

simulations with subsampled data (across all random trials, datasets, and values of m, with g= 1; 000). Empirically we found

that k = 20 worked slightly better than k = 15, which was the value used for all of our (not blind) compressed sensing results. After trial

and error, we found that l= 50 produced dictionaries with about the same sparsity pattern as in SMAF, and generally produced good

results on several subsampled datasets. On the full GTEx dataset (g= 14;202) we found that a larger value, l= 5;000, produced

sparsity patterns similar to SMAF, and so we used this value for the results presented in Figure 5E. In general, using parameters

that resulted in very dense dictionaries gave worse performance, just as using parameters that resulted in overly sparse dictionaries

gave poor performance. As amatter of guidance, we suggest selecting l so that the average density of themodules (calculated as the

ShannonDiversity / number of genes) is�10%–30%. Future improvements to the algorithm could attempt to automatically adjust l to

account for differently sized datasets.

Datasets
We analyzed 41 published gene expression datasets (Table S1). Datasets that were collected from bulk tissues samples include: the

GTEx collection of human tissues (8,555 profiles) (GTEx Consortium, 2013); the ImmGen dataset of mouse hematopoietic and

immune cell types (214 profiles) (Heng and Painter, 2008), and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, 33 datasets from 33 cancer types

analyzed separately, as well as a ‘‘combined’’ TCGA dataset containing all 10,554 profiles from all cancer types) (Weinstein et al.,

2013). The remaining five datasets are from single-cell mRNA expression profiles (scRNA-Seq); they consist of datasets from studies

of mouse cerebral cortex (3,005 cells) (Zeisel et al., 2015); adult mouse primary visual cortex (1,809 cells) (Tasic et al., 2016); intestinal

epithelial cells (192 cells) (Grün et al., 2015); a rare population of human radial glial cells (45 cells) (Thomsen et al., 2016); and, dendritic

cells stimulated with LPS and targeted with a number of genetic perturbations (49,234 cells) (Dixit et al., 2016).

For each dataset, we generated an expressionmatrix X (genes by samples), and performedminimal normalization. Specifically, we

put a ceiling on abundance at the 99.5th percentile in each dataset to avoid performance statistics that are skewed by few genes with

extremely high expression.

Simulating compositional measurements
For each measurement vector (i.e., one row of matrix A), we randomly sampled g i.i.d. Gaussian variables, where g depended on the

number of genes in a dataset. These vectors were scaled to have a unit norm (i.e., the weights are chosen as i.i.d. Gaussian random

variables with mean 0 and standard deviation 1=
ffiffiffi
g

p
).

We generated multiple measurement vectors sequentially, discarding any that had a modest correlation (> 20%) with any already

existing vector, to reduce linear dependency between the measurements. The matrix A is a vertical concatenation of m such

measurement vectors, so that A has dimensions m x g.
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In order to simulate m noisy compositional observations for each of s samples, we took the matrix product:

Y =AðX + noiseÞ
with i.i.d. randomGaussian noise added to each element of X (i.e.,
 noise is a randommatrix of the same size as X). Thus, each element

in a column of Y represents a linear combination of noisy expression levels in X according to the weights given in a row of A. The

magnitude of the noisy components was set by a signal-to-noise ratio (e.g., kX k =knoise k = 2).

Sample-to-sample distances in low-dimensional embeddings
We projected gene expression profiles onto a random embedding defined by the matrix A. We then calculated the Spearman rank

and Pearson correlation coefficients between pairwise Euclidean distances for columns in Y and the corresponding distances for

columns in X. (Note: in order for distances in Y to be on the same scale as those in X we need to multiply by a constant factor.

However, sincewewill be concernedwith the correlation –which adjusts for scale – between pairwise distances in Y andX, we ignore

this scaling without loss of generality.) The reported results (Table S2) reflect the average of 50 random trials for each dataset and a

given number of measurements. For each trial, a new random measurement matrix was generated, and all pairwise distances were

calculated for a maximum of 200 randomly chosen samples.

To determine if clusters of samples generated from the low dimensional embedding resembled clusters generated from the original

data, we performed spectral clustering (n = 30 clusters) on the low dimensional and the original data, and then calculated cluster

similarity by the adjusted mutual information score—that is, the reduction in uncertainty about the high-dimensional clustering, given

the low-dimensional clustering. Both spectral clustering and similarity measures were implemented with scikit-learn (Pedregosa et

al., 2012) in Python 2.7.

High-dimensionalclusterswerealsocomparedwithclustersderived fromhigh-dimensional geneexpression,with theadditionofnoise

(FigureS1D). The sameclusteringparameterswere used,with the noisy input of ðX + noiseÞ and anSNR=2. Indatasetswith clusters that

were robust to noise (i.e., well separated), these clusters were highly similar to noiseless clusters (as quantified by mutual information).

Module activity by matrix factorization: SVD, sNMF and SMAF
Our implementations of SVD, sNMF and SMAF algorithms can be found in GitHub (https://github.com/brian-cleary/CS-SMAF), and

make particular use of Sparse Modeling Software (SPAMS) for Python (Mairal et al., 2010). The SMAF algorithm consists of

alternating updates to U andW (steps 3a and 3c; STARMethods, Mathematical Details). During the update to U, we use the SPAMS

Lasso function with an option to enforce non-negativity (recall that wewish to find a sparse, non-negative dictionary). In order to find a

k-sparse module activity matrix, we use the SPAMS implementation of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) to update W.

With each algorithm, we can specify the number of dictionary elements. For SVD and sparse NMF, we used a truncated

decomposition, keeping the vectors corresponding to the largest singular values.We used theminimally sized dictionary with at least

a 99% fit to the original data:

fit = 1� kX � UW k 2
2

kX k 2
2

:

Since each of the sNMF modules consists of many more genes th
an a SMAF module, we set the SMAF dictionary size to be 4 times

the size of the sNMF dictionary, without being larger than minð1000; 1:5 x #samplesÞ.
To quantify the effective module sizes and activity levels for each matrix factorization, we calculated the Shannon diversity of the

absolute values in each column of U or W:

effective diversityl = eentropyðjul j Þ
where jul j denotes the absolute value of coefficients in column l
.

Comparison and assessment of matrix factorization algorithms
To reflect our current understanding of the functional and regulatory underpinnings of gene modules and to increase the biological

interpretability of the resulting dictionary for each method, we define four desirable features: (1) Sparse usage of modules; (2)

Restricted modularity: the number of genes in any module should be relatively small, and, correspondingly, genes should not partic-

ipate in too many modules; (3) Biological distinction: different modules should represent distinct pathways or programs, and should

not overlap too much; and (4) Compactness: the total number of modules should not be too large. This list provides criteria for eval-

uating the results of different algorithms for finding modules and modular activity.

To assess the performance of each algorithm by our criteria, we used each method to calculate module dictionaries and module

activity levels for each of 40 datasets (all datasets except Perturb-Seq).

To quantify restricted modularity, we define the total module ‘weight’ the squared sum of coefficients in a module:

mwl =
Xg

i
u2
i;l:
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Considering the genes with largest (absolute value) coefficients, w
ith SVD we needed 7,417 genes on average to capture 99% of the

module ‘weight’, and with sNMF we needed 6,564 genes (Figures 3A and S2B). In addition, each gene was represented in hundreds

of modules (SVD: 224 modules per gene on average; sparse NMF: 215 modules per gene).

To assess biological distinction, we tested the modules for enrichment in functional gene sets (Heinz et al., 2010; Liberzon et al.,

2011) (below) (with FDR q-value < 0.05). We next define the number of ‘unique’ enriched gene sets in a dictionary to be the set of

terms enriched in at least one module, and the number of unique gene sets per module as the total number of unique enrichments

in a dictionary divided by the total number of modules. If we truncate the list of genes for each module by considering only those

genes comprising 50% of the total ‘weight’ (as opposed to 99% above), the number of unique sets per module increases (e.g.,

from 0.13 and 0.41 to 1.04 and 1.26 unique gene sets per module, in SVD and sNMF, respectively; Figure 3B). However, these trun-

cated modules do a significantly worse job of quantitatively accounting for the original data (for instance, in GTEx, the fit is reduced

from 99% to 49%).

Gene set enrichments
We analyzed the overlap between dictionary modules and curated gene sets from an external database. Gene set enrichments in

each module were calculated using hypergeometric statistics, as implemented by the software Homer (Heinz et al., 2010). For

each module, the module genes were determined by keeping the top genes, sorted by absolute value, up to 99% of the total module

‘weight’ ðmwl =
Pg

i u
2
i;lÞ. Significantly enriched gene sets in the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) (Liberzon et al., 2011)

were calculated using the list of all genes that participated in at least one module as a background set. Cutoff levels were based

on an FDR q-value of 0.05, and only the top 5 gene sets per module were considered.

Compressed sensing for gene expression profiles
For each dataset, we simulated 50 random trials of gene expression recovery using noisy composite measurements and a dictionary

learned from training data. In a given trial, we randomly selected 5,000 genes (for both computational efficiency and to check for

robustness to random subsets of genes), and then learned a module dictionary from a set of training samples (5% of all available

samples, selected uniformly at random without replacement). The module dictionary, U, was given by SVD, sNMF, or SMAF.

Observations in testing samples (i.e., 95% of all available) were calculated as:

Y =AðXtest + noiseÞ:
Then, using the training dictionary we search for k-sparse modul
e activities such that:

YzAUcW ;
where cW is an unknown set of sparsely-populated module activity
 coefficients. After optimizing cW by OMP, and enforcing that each

column has only k nonzero values, we recover the predicted gene abundances for each sample as bX =UcW . The sparsity level, k, was

set to 15. Increasing the sparsity to k = 5 did not dramatically alter the results (data not shown).

In the STARMethods,Mathematical Details, we review the core concepts of compressed sensing, including the theoretical bounds

on the success of this approach.

Gene network inference
We applied compressed sensing to the problem of gene network inference using data and algorithms from our recently published

Perturb-Seq study (Dixit et al., 2016). These data consist of single-cell RNA-Seq profiles in unstimulated (0h) and LPS-stimulated

(3h) immune dendritic cells. Genetic perturbations (targeting 24 TFs) were performed using CRISPR, and sgRNA barcodes were

used to link perturbations with gene expression, in the same cell. The algorithms developed in that study learn a model that

associates sgRNAs (and the TFs they perturb) with the up- or downregulation of �11,000 target genes at the 3h time point.

In our analysis, we run the algorithms for gene network inference using the original data, X, as well as data recovered from

compressed sensing, bX . The output of the algorithms in a matrix of network coefficients, b, that describes the association of each

guide with each of the target genes. We computed the correlation between b, generated using X, and bb, generated using bX .
We tested three cases of network inference. First, we built networks using all 49,234 perturbed cells and 11,738 target genes

(downloaded from https://portals.broadinstitute.org/single_cell/study/perturb-seq). In each of 100 random trials, we randomly

selected 5% of the cells (including both 0h and 3h) to use as the training set for learning a module dictionary. In the remaining testing

set, we restricted our analysis to cells at 3h (since these were the focus in the original study). We simulated compressed sensing

(with m = 117 and SNR = 10), and used the estimated expression profiles to learn gene networks. In the second case, we use the

training set to learn �1,000 variable genes (again, using algorithms from the original study), and then simulate compressed sensing

(m = 50, SNR = 10) and run network inference using only these genes in the testing (3h) cells. Finally, in the third case, we used an

additional dataset of unperturbed cells (0h and 3h, published in the same study) as the training set (learning both variable genes and a

module dictionary), and then used all 3h perturbed cells as the testing set.
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Blind compressed sensing with SMAF (BCS-SMAF)
Our BCS-SMAF algorithm follows the conceptual steps of Aghagolzadeh and Radha (2015). A description is provided in the

STAR Methods, Mathematical Details, and code is available at https://github.com/brian-cleary/CS-SMAF.

At several points the algorithm proceeds through alternating updates to U andW. When we updateW, we use OMP (as in SMAF)

in order to find k-sparse module activities. The SPAMS Lasso implementation was not appropriate for updatingU, however, because

the existing implementation could not handle the variable measurement matrices in each sample. We therefore developed our own

implementation of a sparse, proximal gradient descent algorithm (Yang et al., 2016) that accounts for the unique nature of the

problem. The objective function optimized during this step is:

min
U

Xn

i

kyi � AiUwi k 2 + lkU k 1; such that uj;lR0k; u:;l k = 1:

Composite measurements by hybridization and ligation-mediated amplification
Probe library generation

Each probe library has two groups of probes, upstream probes and downstream probes. Each of the probes will bind a short

sequence on the target transcript, in this specific case the RNA (mRNA) molecule within a cell or sample. The two binding sites

are juxtaposed so that once bound to target they can be ligated to yield a single ligation product, the abundance of which

will then be measured. To ensure efficient ligation, we used T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (New England Biolabs) to phosphorylate

the 50 end of downstream probe by incubation the probes under 37�C with T4 PNK enzyme, T4 ligase buffer, and ATP solution for

2 hours, and heat-inactivated the enzyme at 95�C for 10 minutes. The phosphorylated probes were then diluted to 5 uM and com-

binedwith upstreamprobes to form the probe pair mix for each individual gene at a final concentration of 2.5 uMper probe. The probe

pairs for each target gene were then mixed as the designs specified by measurement matrix to yield the final detection probe library.

For large-scale library generation, Echo 550 Liquid Handler (Labcyte Inc.) was used to generate probe library mix from a source plate

containing all gene-specific probe pairs.

RNA sample preparation

Total RNA from cells was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Plus Kit (QIAGEN) and normalized to 50ng per microliter concentration

prior to downstream processing. For detection of background binding, genomic DNA was extracted with DNeasy Blood & Tissue

Kit (QIAGEN).

To establish independent references for gene expression levels of all targets in the cell, we separately prepared a cDNA library from

the same pool of extracted total RNA using qScript cDNA SuperMix (QuantaBio). The expression profile of each target gene used in

our study was quantified individually by qRT-PCR, with gene specific primers and the PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) in 384-well plates with at least four replicates per reaction in the LightCycler 480 Instrument (Roche Life Science).

The final set of references was then calculated after second derivative maximum analysis as relative expression values.

Probe library hybridization and detection

A probe library corresponding to the measurement matrix was added to the extracted RNA sample to a ladder of different

concentrations to detect the optimal level of probe mix under each experimental condition. For the final sets of experiment, 10ng

of total RNA were used for each reaction, and a final concentration of 25pM or 0.25nM probe mix were added to the RNA sample

to a final reaction volume of 20uL along with SplintR ligase buffer (New England Biolabs) (Lohman et al., 2014) and RNase Inhibitor.

To hybridize the probe library to the RNA sample, a slow ramping protocol was applied by incubating the mixture first at 75�C for

5 minutes for denaturing of any possible RNA/DNA secondary structure, then slowly ramping down to 37�C at a ramping rate of

0.1�C per second with oneminute incubation for every degree drop in temperature in a cycling manner over�4 hours in Mastercycler

Pro thermocycler (Eppendorf).

The hybridized mixture containing probe pairs bound to the RNA samples was then subjected to two different downstream

processing workflows. For the first pipeline, hybridized samples were purified with poly-T conjugated magnetic beads (New England

Biolabs) or the Poly-T mRNA purification Dynabeads (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s recommended pro-

tocol with slight modification to adapt to the small volume and large number of samples used in our experimental set-up. The purified

samples were then ligated according to the protocol detailed below. For the second pipeline, the samples were processed in reverse

order, where ligation reactions were first carried out followed by bead purification of ligated samples. For the ligation step, the

hybridized library-RNA mix was ligated using SplintR ligase (New England Biolabs) or Taq DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) with

additional RNase Inhibitor to generate the ligated products at 37�C and 42�C (for SplintR ligase) or 45�C (for Taq ligase) for a period

of 4 hours (Splint ligase) or 6 hours (Taq ligase). The enzymatic activity was then heat-inactivated at 65�C for 20 minutes. For control

experiments, negative control reactions without the addition of extracted RNA samples were also hybridized and ligated at the same

time under the same experimental conditions.

All samples were then subjected to the same detection protocol at the same time to minimize variability between experiments.

Briefly, 2uL of the ligation product were added to reactionmix for amplification using the library-amplification primer, designed based

on the measurement-specific adaptor sequence of the probe library. To measure the abundance of ligated products in each

condition we performed qRT-PCR with PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 384-well plates with at least
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four replicates per reaction in the LightCycler 480 Instrument (Roche Life Science). Data analysis was carried out with the second

derivative maximum method followed by normalization of probe abundance values with reference to the total amount of probes

detected in each experiment.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Measures of correlation between predicted and observed data
We used several measures to compare predicted and observed expression levels.

We first computed ‘‘overall’’ correlations. For these measures, we considered all genes from all samples together by flattening the

predicted and observed expression matrices into vectors, and then computing the correlation between the two vectors. We

computed both the Pearson and Spearman rank correlation. Pearson correlation can be more sensitive to accuracy in the dynamic

range of predicted values, but can also be dominated by very large values. When the data are not normally distributed, the Spearman

rank correlation is often a better overall indicator of performance.

We also considered the average Pearson correlation in gene- and sample-centric views. For the average gene correlation, we

calculated the correlations across all samples for a given gene, and then averaged these correlations across all genes. Similarly,

the average sample correlation was calculated from the correlation across all genes within a sample.

Performance of BCS-SMAF with simulated data
To assess the performance of our BCS-SMAF algorithm, we tested it on simulated data of gene expression profiles. For our

simulations, we created gene expression profiles, X, for 1,000 genes by multiplying randomly generated dictionaries U and module

activity level matricesW. For each sample, the composite measurement Yi was generated by Yi =AiUW, where 20% of the measure-

ments in Ai were fixed (shared across all samples). The entries of Ai were drawn from iid standard Gaussian random variables and

scaled so that each column had unit length. The dictionaries each had 100modules, and sparsity was enforced by assuming that only

20% of the entries in each column of U were non-zero (i.e., only 20% of genes are in each module). Each non-zero entry of the

dictionary was non-negative and thus selected uniformly from 0 to 1 and normalized so that each column had norm 1. Moreover,

columnswere selected so that the unsigned pairwise correlation between any two columnswas less than 0.2, to reduce linear depen-

dence between modules. Different levels of sparsity in W were also compared, with sparsity levels of k = 1;2;5; and 8 for each

column. Non-zero entries of W were selected from iid standard Gaussian random variables and scaled so that each column had

norm 1.

We performed BCS-SMAF on the simulated composite measurements Y and measurement matrices Ai to obtain estimated

dictionaries and module activity levels, bU; cW . The algorithm was run using the same parameters that were used on empirical

data. At each iteration, we report the fit between predicted and actual gene expression, defined as 1� ðkX � bX k 2

2=kX k 2
2Þ.

Tests on the simulated data showed that the performance of BCS-SMAF depended on many parameters of the generated data,

such as the sparsity k of the (true) module activities levels, the number of samples n, and the number of composite measurements per

samplem. On the whole, the sparsity level kwas one of the parameters with the greatest effect on the final fit of bX . For example, fixing

the number of measurementsm= 200 and number of samples n= 1; 000, trials for k = 1 had an average fit of 0.99, while trials for k = 8

produced an average fit of 0.78 (Figure S4E).We also compared the fit of results bX using BCS-SMAF to results bX 0
from running just the

refinement step on randomly initialized bU; cW (i.e., without performing the initial clustering). Results from our simulated data showed

that the fit of estimated gene expressions converges faster when initialization is done through clustering of the fixed measurements

compared to random initialization. Moreover, the final fit of bX was often better than the final fit of bX 0
even after the improvements have

plateaued (Figure S4D).

In addition to recovering the gene expression profiles, we also examined how similar the predicted dictionary bU was to the true

dictionary U. Since BCS-SMAF does not assume knowledge of the number of modules present, we fixed the number of modules

for each cluster as dc =maxð5; ðjc j =20ÞÞ, where jc j is the size of the cluster. Thus, the predicted dictionary may have a different num-

ber of modules from the true dictionary and cannot be directly compared. We therefore calculated the mean of the maximum cor-

relation between each column in bU and the columns of U. This produces a measure of how well-correlated modules of the predicted

dictionary were to modules of the true dictionary. For a given sparsity level in W, we found that we were able to get more accurate

estimates of the modules in a dictionary when more samples that activate those modules were available (Figure S4F).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Software
Further description of themethods is provided in the STARMethods, Mathematical Details, and code is publically available at https://

github.com/brian-cleary/CS-SMAF.
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Figure S1. Preservation of Distances and Clusters in Low Dimension, Related to Figure 2

(A) Impact of the number of measurements. The Pearson correlation between high- and low-dimensional distances (y axis) increases as more measurements

are made (SNR = 2; m = 25, 50, 100, 200, 400 in vertical panels; red line = 90%). Individual dots show results in each dataset (p values for all data points

shown < 10�20). Left: major datasets; Right: for each of the 33 tumor types in TCGA separately.

(B) Impact of the number of samples. For a given number of measurements, the correlation (y axis) does not change as the size of the dataset increases (x axis). All

datasets shown.

(C) An increased number of measurements improves performance. Shown is the fraction of datasets with r < 90% (y axis; log-scale) at each number of composite

measurements (x axis; log-scale).

(D) Effect of noise on clusters. For each dataset (red: individual TCGA tumor types; green: GTEx; gray: TCGA ‘‘combined’’ dataset; blue: all other datasets)

clusters were created from high-dimensional gene expression, gene expression plus random noise (SNR = 2), and low-dimensional noisy projections

(100 projections, SNR = 2). Scatterplot shows the mutual information between high-dimensional clusters and high-dimensional plus noise clusters (x axis)

compared to the mutual information between high-dimensional clusters and noisy low-dimensional clusters (y axis). We found similar levels of mutual information

with an alternative clustering method that does not specify the number of clusters (data not shown).

(E) Clustering on blindly decompressed data. 30 clusters of GTEx samples (as in Figure 2) generated from the original data (top, as in Figure 2A), or from

BCS-SMAF recovered expression profiles (bottom).
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Figure S2. Performance of SVD, sNMF, and SMAF, Related to Figure 3

(A and B) Performance across TCGA tumor types. For each of three algorithms, SVD (left), sNMF (middle), and SMAF (right), violin plots indicate the distribution of

number of active modules per sample (A), y axis) and the effective number of genes per module (B), y axis) for each TCGA tumor type (columns).

(legend continued on next page)



(C) Dictionary coherence. Top: Violin plots show the distribution of coherence values of the module dictionaries of each dataset (dots) under random Gaussian

measurements (left: 50th percentile coherence, middle: 99th percentile coherence, right: maximum coherence). Bottom: Scatterplots of the difference between

performance of compressed sensing with sNMF and SMAF (Spearman correlation; x axis) versus the difference in coherence between sNMF and SMAF dic-

tionaries for each dataset (y axis).

(D) Samples with similar expression profiles activate similar SMAF modules. High-dimensional GTEx gene expression profiles were clustered with a hierarchical

clustering algorithm (vertical dendrogram, rows in heatmap). Based on coefficients in the SMAF dictionary (U) of the same data, modules were hierarchically

clustered (horizontal dendrogram, columns in heatmap). Using the SMAF module activity levels (W), colors in the heatmap indicate positive module activity in a

sample (blue), negative activity (red), or no activity (white). Colors in the vertical color bar indicate the tissue of origin for each sample. Colors in the horizontal color

bar indicate module clusters.
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Figure S3. Compressed Sensing across TCGA Tumor Types, Related to Figure 4

(A) Performance in each TCGA tumor type using compressed sensing (with dictionaries from SVD, sNMF, or SMAF) or signature genes. Bar heights indicate the

Spearman correlation coefficient between predicted and actual values. Error bars indicate one standard deviation across 50 random trials.

(B and C) Compressed sensing results when the training and testing samples come from different datasets (m = 25, g = 5,000, SNR = 2). Training samples in each

dataset (‘‘source’’) were used to learn a dictionary and perform compressed sensing on testing samples (‘‘target’’) in every dataset. (B) Heatmap depicts

Spearman correlation for each pair of source and target datasets when using SMAF for learning a dictionary. (C) Violin plots of the distribution of compressed

sensing results (Spearman rank correlation, y axis) when the source and target are different, using each of three different dictionary finding algorithms. The mean

of the results with SMAF is significantly higher than results with sNMF or SVD (t test p values < 2.2x10�16).
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Figure S4. Compressed Sensing with a Variable Number of Measurements and as Assessed by Correlations Averaged over Genes or over

Samples, Related to Figure 4

(A and B) Impact of number of measurements on performance of compressed sensing. Compressed sensing (with either of four approaches to learn dictionaries;

from left: SVD, k-SVD, sNMF, and SMAF) and signature gene (right) models were used to predict 5,000 gene expression values from 10-100 measurements

(SNR = 2, x axis) on each of the major datasets. For each dataset (colors) and model (panels), the plotted data indicate the Spearman correlation (y axis) between

predicted and actual values. For signature genes, different models (built on training data) and measurements (simulated in testing) are used for each number of

measurements, while for compressed sensing the same module dictionary and measurement design (random composite) can be used in each experiment. (A)

Spearman rank correlation for each dataset and model across different measurement numbers. (B) The average Pearson correlation coefficients (y axis) across

samples, averaged over all genes (top), or across genes, averaged over all samples (bottom) for each dataset (color code, legend).

(C) Performance with 25 measurements on each of the major datasets, comparing the overall Spearman (top), or Pearson (bottom) correlation coefficient (y axis)

between predicted and observed values. Error bars indicate one standard deviation across 50 random trials.

(D–F) Analysis of BCS-SMAF on simulated data. Gene expression profiles for, g = 1,000 were simulated by generating a random module dictionary, U, and

randommodule activity levels,W. Plots show the performance of BCS-SMAF applied tom = 200 composite measurements of these data, at each refinement step

(x axis). Each step consists one set of updates to both U andW. At each iteration, plots depict the mean fit over 20 randomized trials, with error bars given by the

standard deviation. (D) Clustering improves performance. Fit between actual and predicted expression using initialization from clusters of composite mea-

surements (blue) versus using random initialization (orange). k-sparsity of the simulatedWwas fixed at k = 5. (E) Better performance with greater sparsity (lower k).

Fit between actual and predicted expression with varying levels of k-sparsity (from k = 1 to k = 8). (F) Increased number of samples per module improves per-

formance. Fit between the estimated and true dictionary (y axis), as a function of the number of samples available per module. The average fit for each estimated

module is shown, where the fit per module is the maximum correlation with any module in the true dictionary (STAR Methods).
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Figure S5. Comparison of Composite Measurements and Signature Genes and Composite Measurements in Practice, Related to Figure 1

(A and B) Comparison between composite measurements and signature genes. (A) For each dataset, 100 noisy composite observations and 100 signature

measurements were simulated for each sample. Bar plots depict the correlation between pairwise distances calculated in high and low dimension. Error bars

indicate one standard deviation across 50 random trials. Left: major datasets; Right: for each of the 33 tumor types in TCGA separately. (B) Comparison of

(legend continued on next page)



compressed sensing (with SMAF) and signature gene models in predicting high-dimensional gene expression (m = 25, g = 5,000) under moderate (left) and high

(right) noise.

(C and D) Compositemeasurements in practice. (C) Overview of procedure. From top left: (Step 1) For each target gene, paired probes were designed to hybridize

immediately adjacent to each other. Probes for all genes in a givenmeasurement ((1) or (2)) share a common barcode. (Step 2) The probe library is hybridized to an

RNA sample, and probe pairs are ligated using splintR ligase. (Step 3) Hybridized and ligated probe pairs are purified and then (Step 4) each measurement is

performed by qPCR of the common barcodes (green and purple curves). (D) Proof-of-concept with composite measurements of 23 genes. Scatterplots show the

expected composite measurement value (log-transformed, x axis) compared to the observed composite measurements (log-transformed, y axis). Each panel is

one replicate performed with the same compositions, but using probe libraries with different measurement barcodes.
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